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The Story of the Play 
The wizard Merlin begins our tale just after young Arthur has pulled the sword from the stone and is 
ready to be crowned King. Arthur must now write new laws (expository writing), settle a dispute about 
the kingdom's seal (persuasive writing), and craft the Royal Stories (narrative writing). Terrified that he 
will fail, Arthur turns to his teacher and mentor for help. Merlin sends him on a quest to find the Crystal 
Horn for Focus, the Tail Feathers of the Profuse Peacock for Elaboration and Support, and the Methodical 
Map of Makesense for Organization. With the magical items and the knowledge each represents, Arthur 
successfully begins his reign with the motto: "The pen is mightier than the sword in the stone." 
 
Educational Goals 
 Explore the styles of writing: Expository, Persuasive, and Narrative 
 Clarify three of three writing requirements: Focus, Support/Elaboration, and Organization 
 Relate the craft of writing to its various applications and benefits 
 Involve whole-brain resources in the writing process 
 Encourage students to approach the task of writing in a more positive, confident way 
 
Curriculum Applications 
  language-arts preparation 
 Creative writing projects, both fiction and non-fiction 
 Study of the Arthurian legend, medieval times and mythology 
 Trips to the library to develop research skills 
 
Educator Comments 
Your performance helped my students make an important connection to what we do in the classroom in a 
way I can only hope to achieve. – Jan Romito, 3rd Grade Teacher, Central School, Lake Bluff, IL 

Wow! What a magical treat you have prepared for us. You have once again used your wizardry, and this 
time, cast a spell over the writing process. Your sorcery is in the same league as HARRY POTTER— 
bewitching stuff! – Sue Stoehrmann, 3rd grade teacher, Wescott School, Northbrook, IL 

As usual, your production was a huge success. I have requested our PTA to book ‘Face to Face’ every 
year from now on, since your annual visits to us have truly become an integral part of our culture. – Dale 
F. Kuester, Building Assistant, Hunting Ridge School, Palatine, IL 

 
Events that Coincide with the Play’s Themes 
See if you can book The Legend of ISAT around the time of these events. 
 Preparation for PARCC assessment testing 
 Class publishing activities 

 Medieval studies curriculum 
 Young Authors program 

 
Other Information 
 Audience age: K-6  
 Performance length: 40 minutes  More info: 773-631-2013 or www.FacetoFaceProductions.com 
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Math Connection: Calculating Writing 
Although Writing Royally deals with writing, there are many math activities you can combine 
with this writing theme. For example: 

 When working on syllables, have students: 
o Count the number of syllables words have 

o Compare the number of syllables between words 
o Determine which words have a certain number of syllables more than other words (for 

example: “Find the word in this list that has one more syllable than the word doughnut 
has – garden … elephant … placement”) 

 When reading a book like There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly, in which 
something grows larger and larger during the course of the story, have the students measure 
the burgeoning item, creature, or person. 

 Have students determine the percentage of a whole document each paragraph makes up. If a 
document is 30 lines long, and the first paragraph is 6 lines long, what percentage of the 
document is the first paragraph? 

 Have students find the average size of several documents by line-count or word-count. 
 Use the Scrabble® game with its letter point-distribution to practice addition for younger 

students. For older students, have them calculate different totals, such as the maximum 
number of points on the Scrabble® board if all tiles are used (i.e. multiplying the number of 
“A’s” available by the score for using an “A,” plus multiplying the number of “B’s” available 
by the score for using a “B,” etc.). 

 

Science Connection: Exploring the Birds of ISAT 
In Writing Royally, King Arthur visits an elaborate garden in which he meets the ChiMyriad, the 
three-headed creature who teaches him about support and elaboration in his writing. In this 
garden, there are three birds: the pelican, the parrot, and the flamingo. Have the students research 
one of these birds, and write a report on it, using as much scientific elaboration as possible. For 
example: 

 What is the bird’s scientific name? 
 Are there varieties of this bird and, if so, how many? What are some of their names? 

 Where in the world can this bird be found? 
 What is this bird’s life expectancy? 

 What is this bird’s migration pattern? 
 What does this bird typically eat? 

 What is its offspring’s gestation period? 
 How does it give birth to offspring? 

 Is this bird in danger of extinction? If so, why? What’s being done about it? 
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Geography Connection: Transportation & Mapping 
Here is an exercise to see if your students remember the sequence of events in 
Writing Royally. Have your students draw arrows from the start of Arthur’s quest, 
to the first adventure, then the second, then the third, and finally to the end. Make 
sure students select the most direct routes. Along the way, Arthur will have to 
travel by land and by river. Have the students decide what kinds of vessels he will 
need. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Language Arts Connection: The Living Map 
In Writing Royally, the Orderly Dragon and Arthur use students to portray each paragraph of an 
essay. You can do this in class as well. Have small groups of students devise content for an 
essay, and have each student in a small group represent one paragraph of that essay. Put one 
group in front of the class at a time, with each student in the group reading his or her part of the 
essay. The rest of the class can then see the structure of the essay in the line of students 
stretching across the front of the room. Any time you can incorporate more of your students’ 
bodies and voices in lessons, you increase the chances for learning and retention. 
 

King Arthur’s Quest 

The Foggy Bog with 
Corny McClarity 

ChiMyriad’s 
Garden 

Cave of the  
Orderly Dragon 

Starting & 
Ending Point:  
King Arthur’s 

Castle 
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Language Arts Connection: Piecing It Together 
1. Start with an essay or narrative, increasing the size of the text and cutting up the paragraphs 

into their own strips of heavy paper. You can enlarge/copy the essay below, whose 
paragraphs you can then cut up into separate strips. 

2. Let small groups of students use a large table or space on the floor to sequence the pieces. 
3. Have the students present why they sequenced the pieces the way they did.  

Cooking up a New Skill 
 
Rich and creamy macaroni and cheese.  Chicken soup with fresh vegetables and 
homemade dumplings. Deep dish pizza with all the toppings. Getting hungry yet? 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I’m always hungry, and my dad loves to cook—what a perfect combination! One day, 
dad decided it was time for me to learn how to cook. I had watched him prepare many 
meals, and it always looked fun. Now, I was on my way to learning how he does his 
“magic” in the kitchen. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The first thing dad taught me to cook was twice-baked potatoes. After cleaning the 
potatoes, we pricked them all around with a fork. This would let the steam escape 
while they were baking. Then, we put them in a 350º oven for one hour.  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
In the meantime, we mixed butter, cheese, salt, pepper, and a little milk in a bowl. Dad 
doesn’t like to measure things—he just puts in the amounts that look right to him. 
Finally, we added Tabasco sauce—dad and I like our food spicy hot! 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
When the potatoes were finished, we sliced each in half lengthwise and scooped out the 
potato from the skins. We mixed it in a bowl with the other ingredients, mashing 
everything together. This was my favorite part. My dad called me the “Mad Masher” 
because I really got into it! 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The next step was to scoop the potato mixture back into the skins. We ended up with 
more potato than we started with, so the potato halves were pretty large and rounded 
like little footballs. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Finally, we put the potatoes back in the oven to heat them up. This is why they are 
called twice-baked potatoes. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Since this first recipe, dad has taught me to make many scrumptious dishes: chili, beef 
stew, corn pudding, and breakfast burritos, to name a few. I feel as smart in the kitchen 
as I do in school. Only cooking is more fun – and a lot tastier. 
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Language Arts Connection: Persuasive Writing 
We always love hearing from our student audiences. If you’d like a unique writing project for 
your students, try having them write us a short persuasive essay whose focus is: “Why schools 
should or should not present Writing Royally to their students.” This can be an individual or 
small group project. Send the essays to: 
 
Face to Face Productions 
7329 West Fitch Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60631-1012 
 

First Paragraph 1. State your case: Schools should or should not present 
Writing Royally to their students 

2. Give either a general reason why, or quickly list the 
reasons you will be giving in the following paragraphs 

Middle Paragraphs Use one or more paragraphs to describe things about the 
show that prove why schools should or should not present 
it to their students. Include things like:  

 Should Present: 
Explain how… 
 The show helped 

students learn about 
writing 

 The songs, scenes, and 
moments were 
entertaining 

 The characters were 
fun to watch 

Shouldn’t Present: 
Explain how… 
 The show did not help 

students to learn about 
writing, or how it made 
writing more confusing 

 The songs and/or scenes 
were not entertaining (dull, 
unfunny, etc.) 

 The characters were not 
fun to watch 

Final Paragraph Wrap it up by restating your case. If you don’t think 
schools should present Writing Royally to their students, 
you might want to suggest what schools or teachers could 
do instead to help students prepare for the language arts 
portion of the ISAT. 
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Language Arts Connection: Adding Description 
You can use a chart like the one below to encourage students to add descriptive words to their 
writing: 
1. Explain the categories in the chart and give examples.  

2. In small groups and/or individually, have the students fill in descriptive words under each 
category.  

3. In small groups and/or individually, have the students write sentences using the descriptive 
words they devised.  

 
Adding Description Chart 

category item type size/shape/weight look, feel, taste, smell, sound condition 

furniture      

building      

vehicle      

body of 
water 

     

clothing      

toy      

person      

animal      

bird      

tree/plant      

 
Example: 

category item type size/shape/weight look, feel, taste, smell, sound condition 

furniture table kitchen 
table 

tiny smooth reddish top, rusty 
chrome legs 

rickety 

 

Sentence: She finally plopped herself down at a tiny, rickety kitchen table.  Its rusty 
chrome legs and smooth cranberry-colored top reminded her of home. 
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Language Arts Connection: Talking Charades 
In a game of charades, people act out what they want their teammates to guess. Talking 
Charades involves saying descriptive words to get your teammates to guess the word or phrase. 

1. Explain how Talking Charades works and perform a trial round.  
2. Break students into teams.  

3. Give each student a word or phrase written on a piece of paper, and have them take a few 
minutes to jot down descriptive words that don’t include any part of the answer (i.e., they 
can’t say “roll” for “roller coaster”). 

4. Play the game with one team playing at a time. In each round, one member of a team says the 
descriptive words he or she has written down, trying to get their teammates to say the word 
or phrase written on the piece of paper. They may also use descriptive words they think of on 
the spot, as long as these words aren’t part of the answer. 

Here are some sample words or phrases you can use in Talking Charades: 

Alarm Clock Cemetery Frying Pan Jar of Pickles Refrigerator 
Ambulance Christmas Tree Garbage Truck Library Roller Coaster 
Ballet Dancing Coloring Book Grocery Shopping Maple Tree Sailing 
Birthday Present Dictionary Hamburger Movie Theatre Sofa Bed 
Blueberry Pie Dog Collar Highway Olive Sunday 
Candy Cane Doughnut Hockey Mask Parrot Talking Doll 
Cave Elevator Ice Skating Peanut Butter Tonsils 
CD Player Eyeglasses In-line Skates Pepperoni Pizza Watering Can 
 
Language Arts Connection: Vocabulary 
Below is a list of words used in Writing Royally. Have your students look up the words 
appropriate for their grade level and present their definitions to the class. 

abate curtail entranced mother-of-pearl renew 
acquaintance delve exotic mull resolution 
astonishing deviate feisty myriad retain 
austerely discombobulated fierce ordain sanctuary 
benefit dispute figurehead pedigree sheen 
berate dissect flail plaque siege 
camaraderie distinguished gist prestigious sire 
candidate divert glean prevail site 
cease doubletalk heir profuse spew 
certify ecstasy heritage propel subsist 
chimera egregious illustrate propensity sustain 
clarity empathy jubilee rambunctious sympathetic 
comply endorse legacy recondition thoroughbred 
comprehension enthralling liege refrain unassuming 
correlate enticing methodical reinstate unveiling 
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Art & Language Arts Connection: Color, Imagine, Write 
Have your students color this drawing of Merlin. Afterward, ask them to use their imaginations 
to decide what the object is that Merlin is holding. Then, have them write a brief description of 
what they imagine Merlin is about to do with this magical item. This description can be the basis 
for a narrative they write later. 
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Books on Writing for Standardized Tests 
 
Title ISBN Number 

How to Get Better Test Scores on Standardized Tests 0-7891-2349-5 

Narrative Writing – Writing Teacher’s Handbook 1-57471-355-8 

Persuasive Writing – Writing Teacher’s Handbook 1-57471-356-6 

Informative Writing – Writing Teacher’s Handbook 1-57471-357-4 

Expressive Writing – Writing Teacher’s Handbook 1-57471-354-X 
 
 
 
Arthur Legend Websites 
Website Address 

British site for kids about King Arthur’s 
life 

http://www.earlybritishkingdoms.com/kids/arthur_life.ht
ml 

Many creative resources about Arthur http://www.webenglishteacher.com/kingarthur.html 

Lesson Plans and Classroom Exercises http://www.arthuriana.org/teaching/elementary.html 

King Arthur: A Man for the Ages www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/4186/Arthur/htmlpages/ki
ngarthur.html 

King Arthur & the Early British Kingdoms www.britannia.com/history/h12.html 

King Arthur & the Knights of the Round 
Table character descriptions 

http://www.kingarthursknights.com/others/merlin.asp 

King Arthur: Literature of the Legends www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/4186/Arthur/htmlpages/le
gendliterature9.html 

King Arthur: The Things of the Legends www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/4186/Arthur/htmlpages/ki
ngarthurlegendthings.html 

Merlin Texts, Images & Basic Information www.lib.rochester.edu/camelot/merlmenu.htm 

The Sword and the Stone Part One www.angelfire.com/ma3/mythology/swordstone.html 
 
  


